
Program Responses Given at Arlington Information Forum

Need more inspections

Ability for theory and core sciences classes online and field trips

Ability for interns to accept tips

Ability to diagnose soft tissue issues

Mold Assessors & 
Remediators

Industry will go unregistered

40% of the licensed population will be retiring.  Have to be supervised to gain experience and it will make it difficult to 
find a supervisor.

Younger people are not entering the field.  Need to allow on-the-job training.

Expand use of CBT and locations and distance learning

Program Responses Given at Austin Information Forum

Ensure that DSHS CE is still acceptable once transfer to TDLR is complete

Code enforcement is being downgraded into other departments and Sunset tried to deregulate the profession - wants it 
to be a practice act and equal to police and fire

An advanced tier of licensure would help with credibility

Laser Hair Removal TDLR needs to take over 289.301 (Class 3b and 4 lasers) regulation

Profession used to regulate prostitution - needs to be elevated and separated from that

Need TDLR to be an advocate on the federal level due to 'gainful employment' requirement - career schools shutting 
down
Most massage laws in US at least 500 hours - requirement should be coordinated nationally as it increases to assist in 
portability

Distance learning much more prevalent - needs more oversight

Growth of number of therapists restricted over the next 5 years per Workforce Commission - needs more investigation 
on why

Will become a degree - associates or bachelors - & curriculum changes

Like other health care professions, shifting to preventative care measures

Reflexology, reiki, etc. may become regulated

Medical industry pushing towards self-care

MDs interpretations of medical impacts on individuals under 25 square feet 

General health issues caused by mold more recognized and increase business

No state standard for acceptable level of mold in air - needs to be established

Offender Education 
Providers

Prohibit online courses

Inspections need to be done by an RS - cities trying to avoid this

Automated delivery of food (e.g. by Amazon) needs to be inspected

Independent third parties doing food deliveries - cottage food industry expanding - need to inspect - food safety issues

Brick and mortar going away

Indoor care quality issues, including mold need good standards like outdoor air quality (e.g. former meth lab) - should 
not have to extrapolate on the fly

All Programs Avoid requirement to microchip employees

Program Responses Given at Houston Information Forum

Code Enforcement 
Officers Make sure that training keeps up with changing trends

Labor shortage, more qualified providers

Overlapping with medical services, massage is moving beyond strictly relaxation and well-being

Limit online CEUs, because massage therapy is a hands-on profession

Be aware of insurance benefits, to see if they allow massage reimbursements

Photos on licenses for massage to ease inspections

As science catches up and it is more relatable to the medical field, massage therapists will need different knowledge.

Massage therapy is moving toward allowing apps to confirm appointments.  At some point, there will be technology that 
alerts people they need a massage.  Then alert a therapist.  And those therapists will become more mobile.

Sanitarians

Massage Therapists

 Over the next five years, what major changes will affect the way                                     
you do business and the services you provide?

Massage Therapists

Sanitarians

Code Enforcement 
Officers

Massage Therapists
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Allow portability between states 

Would like to institute advisory board for mold

Weather (there was an emergency situation and unlicensed people were allowed to do work)

Consumers will be getting ripped off if mold remediation is deregulated

More kids diagnosed with asthma and/or allergies related to mold.
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